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The CHAIRMAN (Brazil): I declare open the 457th plenary meeting of the 

Conference of the Committee on Disarmament. 

2. Before I call on the first speaker, permit me to draw the attention of the 

Committee to document CCD/282, which Gontains the statement of the Secretary-General 

on the occasion of the entry into force of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of 

Nuclear V.Teapons (ENDC/226*) on 5 March 1970. 

3. Mr. HUSAIN (India): As I am taking the floor for the first tiine this 

session, I should like to take the opportunity to welcome our new colleagues -- the 

representative of Brazil, Ambassador Guerreiro; the representative of Japan, 

Ambassador Abe; the representative of Poland, Ambassador Natorf; and the 

representative of Romania, Ambassador Datcu. 

4. This session, beginning as it does on the threshold of the 1970s, is as it were 

the inauguration of the Disarmament Decade declared by the United Nations General 

Assembly last year. The wise wo~ds addressed to us by our Secretary~General, U Thant, 

(CCD/PV.450), who ·considered it important to visit us, not only underline the 

significance of this fact but should also serve as a reminder to us of how much of 

our task still remains to be accomplished. In accordance with General Assembly 

resolution 2602 E (XXIV) this Committee, while contin1ilng its intensive work on 

negotiating agreements on collateral measures, is required --

1;, •• to work out at the same time a comprehensive programme, dealing 

with all aspects of the problem of the cessation of the arms race 

and general and complete disarmament under effective international 

control ti (CCD/2..12.). 

Furthermore, this ncomprehensive programme;;· should Hprovide the Conference with a 

glildeline to chart the course of its further work and its negotiations. 11 (ibid.) 

5. Judging from the rather disappointing experience we have had with the Decade 

decreed by the international community in the sphere of economic development, we are 

convinced that a mere declaration of intent WDuld be meaningless unless it were 

reinforced by an agreed programme for concrete action. Our broad objectives have 

been stated time and again in various General Assembly resolutions and declarations. 
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It would seem, therefore, to my delegation that if we in this Committee, which we 

keep reminding ourselves and others is the world 1 s principal forum for multilateral· 

negotiations on arms control and disarmament, are to inaugurate the Disarmament 

Decade meaningfully and seriously, then our first essential task is to draw up -

providing, of. cou;rse, for a degree of flexibility-- some order-of priorities' for what 

we are going to concentrate on until the next session of the General Assembly and in 

the subsequent years of the Disarmament Decade, maintaining, as suggested by the 

representative of Italy on 26 February, a balance betwe~n measures of disarmament 

and collateral measures (CCD/PV~453, para.8). 

6. The Secretary-General, in his address to us on 18 February, observed that 

HElements of such a programme alr_eady exist in the two drafts of treaties for 

general and complete disarmament presented in 1962 by the Soviet Union 

(ENDC/2/Rev.l) and the Un:~ted States (ENDC/30 and Add.l-J), in the provisional 
. . 

agenda (ENDC/236, p. 3) ad·~pted by the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disamament 

in August 1968, and in resolution C adopted by the Conference of Non-Nuclear

Weapon States in Septembe:c 1968 (A/7277, pp.6, 7).u (CCD/PV.450·, para.20) 

But, as pointed out by the delegation of the United Arab Republic on 24 February, 

th_e programme should 11not be a mere list ?f items pertaining to the cessation of the 

armaments race, disarmament or merely non-armament juxtaposed without sequence or 

interrelationn. (CCD/PV.452, para.38) The Indian delegation is in full agreement 
!:, 

with this view, and. has repGat<~dly during the last two years urged the need for 

some order of priorities indic~l.tive. of th· political will to reach agreement, ·which 

alone could ensure an improved organization or better mechanics of work and higher 

output, the need for which b.e..s been stressed by a large nuraber of delegations. 

7. It would, I think, be more appropriate if in this Disarmament Decade He spent 

less time on recalling again and again the achievement in past decades of some 

non-armament measures -- prin.c:~pally the non-proliferation Treaty -- and .instead 

began to consider seriously actual arras limitation and disarmament measures. Only 

then would the goal of general and complete disarmament look like a possibility 

attainable withill the foreseeable future. 
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8. While speaking of the Disarmanent. Decade, let ne add that we have been reminded 

in the sa.me General Assenbly resolution once again that the ultimate goal is general 

and complete disarnruoent. The Indian delegation suggested in this Corwittee in 1968 

(ENDC/PV.389, para.?) that progress in this regard would be facilitated if the 

United States and the Soviet Union were to subr~t, in the light of various suggestions 

which had been nade and the many developments which had sinse taken place, revised 

versions of their draft treaties presented in 1962 (ENDC/30 and Add.l-3; ENDC/2/Rev.l). 

Many other delegations have since e~cpressed a sinilc:.r vie1rr in order that the Committee 

nay have, in the words used in the l~oxicun working papers, "a realistic and effective 

basis for the work entrusted to iti· (CCD/277, para.6). Hhile this bus so far not 

been done, ue have hm.rever noted with great interest JVJ.r. Roshchin 1 s opening statenent 

on 17 February, wherein he said that 
11 

••• the Soviet delegation deens it nost necessary that the CoiDiilittee should 

take up again the detailed consideration of tho draft treaties on general and 

complete disarmaraent 1.-rhich have already been submitted, and that it should 

endeavour to work out an agreed text.,; (.CCD,h.V .449...1 para • ..2.Q.) 

We hope, therefore, that sane progress can be made on the lines suggested by us 

before the next session of the General Assembly. 

9. This would seen li~perative, as has already been stressed by several delegations, 

because 1rrorld military expenditure has sharply increased from ~~120 ,000 r,1illion in 

1962 to ~~200,000 Dillion in 1969. Tho Secretary-General, in his address to this 

Conrraittee on 18 FebruCJ.ry, observed that -·-

11This unproductive c,nd wasteful diversion of the world 1 s resources and energy 

exacted a heavy toll on the living conditions of the peoples of the l·lOrld in 

both the developing and the developed countries.;: ( CCD /PV. 450, para_.lQ) 

In this connexion it may be pointed out that the SIPRI Year Book of World Armaraents 

and Disarraa:m.ent 1968/69 (p.29) has drmm attention to the fact that the United States 

and the Soviet Union accounted for sor.1e 70 per cent of world mli tary expenditure in 

1968, and between then accounted for 80 per cent of the rise in world r.rllitary 

expenditures between 1965 and 1968. So it would seem r.10re than ever necessary that, 

in order to curtail world r~litQry expenditure, our first priority should be meQsures 

in the field of nuclear disarmm1ent. 
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10. There is another inportani. aspect of the problem of general and conplete 

disarma:raent which has been rc.i~led and "~:Jhich deserves our cc..rnest consideratioh. 

Nr. Ro shchin, in his stc, tom en t on 17 Fe bruc..ry, so.id tho. t 

;;In asserting the nec:d to proceed to the elaboration of q. treaty on 

general and conplete disni't10.rJ.ent, we should like to stress that such o. 

treaty can be concluded onilY with the po.rticipation of the rJaxinun nur:ber 

of L1ilitarily-ir,1portant st:ates, and in the first place of all the nuclear 

PovJers. ,; ( CCD/PV_.449, parb .. 5_$.) 

The Secretary-General, in his statenent on 18 February, <.::.lso said that --

" ..• serious attenpts should be no.de to obtain tho participc..tion of all the 

puclear·Powers in all efforts for disarmanent. The o.ctive co-operation of 

all of them is essentb.l for a full measure of success. '1 (QQI>/PV .450, para. 2/;.) 

ll. He agree -vd th these observations, and would bo interested to lmow -vrhc.t steps have 

been taken or are proposed to ass0ciate France and the People's Republic of China 

with nuclear and other disarna:r1ent talks. Unless sone steps are taken towards this 

end, the present sto.ler;1ate on v.~,rious inportant disarno.nent questions will continue;, 

as also, for a greater p:.:>..rt of t.he world, the unreality of some of the agreements on 

r:1easures of non-arna:raent that 1v<~ take pride in having concluded. The challenge of 

the Disarnanent Decade calls for a proper perspective, appropriate priorities and 

urgent action in this regard. 

12. In its resolution 2602 A (XXIV), which ny delogo.tion co-sponsored, tho 

General Assor.J.bly expressed the hope that bilateral negotiati:)nS on the linitation of 

offensive and defensive strateg:Lc nuclear-~oreapon systen~ 1.voulcl bring about early and 

positive results which would, pmre the way for further efforts in the fiold of nuclear 

disarr:w.Bent. In vimv- of .';tho g:travo dangers involved in the developnent of new nuclear 

weapons through a spiralling nuc~lear arns race:•, to which our uttention hG.s been drmm 

by General Asser.J.bly resolution ~1.602 E (XXIV), it is the hope of r.ry delegation tho.t the 

appeal to the Governraents of the USSR and the United Sk.tes contained in GenerCLl Assembly 

resolution 2602 A (XXIV), i;to o.cree, CLS o.n urgent prelirninary neasure, on c>.. norato.rhm 

on further .testing and deploynont cf nmv offensive o.nd defensive strategic nuclear-

1·l8apon systems", is receiving the serious consideration of both Governments. In 
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this co~exion let rae recall that the Secretary-General, i~1 his address to this 

CoL1r.litte~ on 18 February, said that -··· 
' ,, 

13. 
the 

11 • ,1! if the two parties could o.gree, pursuo.nt to the appeal of the 

General Assem.bl;?-, to a nora tcriur1 on the further testing and deployment 

of new offensive and defensive strategic nuclear-weapon systems, this 

would be the single nost inporto.nt first step to prevent the escalation 
! 

of the nuclear:,. arms race. n ( CCD /P.V. 450, p~:ro. ,.2J) 

The delegaticit,i of Ind·ia has appreciated the effort of the representative of 
\,' ., . 

United StateS:{t~ infom the Corani ttee, to the extent Hhich he found possible, 
"' -.;; ( 

of what transpi~f.at the first round of the bilateral talks held at Helsinki 

(CCD/PV.449, pa]Ub}s~~l8-20). We note, hO\..rever, ·Hith soBe concern that the talks 
!\1-W . ·r 

will relate to·:~~t:J;;ategic nuclear arns only and will not cover all nuclear arns; 
;t 

as it \Wuld seen: ·that a distinction has been nade betHeen nuclear \Jeapons which . ' 

are strategic fnd those Hlrlch are non-strategic. Perhaps in the.latter category 

would fall the so-called tactical or battlefield nuclear Heapons. To nake such a 
' \ 

distinction anbng nuclear weapons in the context of disarnanent negotiations might 

well turn out to be unfortunate, because all nuclear Heapons rove basico.lly the 

same characteristics and are equally dangerous. The world cor~1unity has over the 

years called for urgent neasures for the cessation of the nuclear arr.1s race and has 

never inplied. thnt the strategic nuclec~r arr,1s rnce should be stopped while the 

tactical nuclear ['c!'DS racG shou~d bo continued. 

14. It has been stated here that the strategic o.rns lir.:itation talks are the result 

of article VI of the non-proliferation Treaty; 'but it is difficult to accept the 

view, because the need for those talks wo.s felt by the two r.1ai...11 nuclear Povrers quite 

independently of the non--proliferation Treo.ty. Also, while recognizing that the 

subject-matter of those talks is rela·E.ed to tho test-ban issue, it is difficult to 

accept the view! that, pending their successful conclusion, 1m in this Cor:uni ttee 

cannot mc<.ke ~:my progress relr-ting to the comprehensive, test ban or other r:1easures in 

the fiold.:pfnuclear cliso..rraanent. The General Assenbly at its twenty-fourth session 

was fully aware of the cor:Il!lencement cf the Uni tec1 States-Soviet bilateral talks; 

and indeed it adopted resolution 2602 A (XXIV) pertaining to then, at the same time 
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as it mlopted resolution 2604 B !(XXIV) asking this Gon:nittee to de2.l with the 
I 

question of 2. conprehensivo test! b2.n as a n2.tter of urgency and to subnit a special 
I 

report to the neA.rt session of tble Generc.l .h.ssenbly. 

15. At the last sessicm of our lcor,;nitteo vJG devoted, on the initiative of the 
' : 

Canadian delegation (ENDC/244), \considor3.bb tir.1o ::end thought to the consideration 

of the quc.::stion of a worlcl-vrido l["xchange of seisrJ.o1':'gical dato.. to facilito.te the 

achievenent of & conprohenslve t"'st. ban. Those efforts resulted in General Assenbly 

r<)solution 2604 A (XXIV), Hhich :12.s asked tho Secreto.ry-Goneral to mc.ko certain 
• I 

enquiries cmd to transnit the relsult c_;f those onq1_1_irics to this Gormi ttee. The 
! 

Govermwn t of India hac ·offered ~ t s fullest co-oper::ttion in terr.ls of the sta tenent 

of tho Indian delegation contain~d in docur::ent ENDC/261 of 14 August 1969. He sh::cll 

eagerly avmit the report of tho ~ecrctary-Gencral before expressing our further views 
I 

on this nattor. I 

16. Resolution 2604 B (XXIV), fpr vrhich the .initiative \vas taken by tho Swedish 
: 

delegation, requires this Corrnit~oe ''to continue, as a natter of urGency, its 

deliberations on c. treaty bannin~ m1derground nuclear we.::tpon tostsn, c.nd ;;to subnit 

a special report to the Assenblyl on tlle resu~ts of its doliborations". Unless sone 

new proposals are made here we s~1all need to take up urgently the Swedish draft 

treaty (ENDC/~42) placed before i1s lust year and to discuss substantively tho issue 

of verification and control, con·~inuing differences over which between the tHo 

aain nucloar-"t-mapon Po~tmrs hc:vo l~eon holding up pre Gress for so nany years. It has 
I 

already been nentioned that, sinl:o the o.vor2.ge nu:.ber of nuclear-weapon tests has 

increc,sed since the partial tos·l:,-~ban Treaty (ENDC/100/Rev.J.) '.vo.s ccncludocl, it is 
l 

a natter of urgency to put an Emert to such tests. 

17. Connected with the crue stion [ of tho conp.rehensi ve to st ban is that of the 

utilization by all States of the I technology of nucle~"r o~losions for peaceful 
I . 

purposes. liy delegation agrees '\jri th tho vim·! expressed by th:o S-vJedish delegation 

on 18 Februo.ry that our Cor1.i.:li tteql sh01.1ld to.ke up the question of ~-

i· ••• an inc1ependent international instrunent uhich 1v-ould contain the rules 
. I 

for a non-discrininatory acc~ess by all States to the teL hnolo&,y of nuclear 

explosions and o. regulo.tionlof the utilization by any St.ate of such nuclear 

eJg_Jlosions. ;; ( cc_p LPV. 450, l~e..ra • .. 4.5J 
i 
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18. Regarding chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons, we need not dwell 

on matters which Lave already been under l'iscussion for sevE ,:-aJ.. years and on which 

we are all agreed, namely (i) strict observance by all States of the principles and 

objectives of the Geneva Protocol (A/7575/Rev.l, ;mnex VI); (ii) the ~eed for all 

States which have not done so to accede to or ratify the Geneva Protocol without 

delay, preferably in 1970 in comm.emorati0n of the fnrty-fifth anniversary of the 

signing of the Protocol and the twenty-fifth anniversary of the United Nations; and 

(iii) that in the consideration of further steps nothing should be done which might 

in any way diminish or detract from the continuing validity and importapce of the 

Geneva Protocol. 

19. Regarding the recommendation of the Secretary-General (ibid., p.xii) that the 

General Assembly should make a clear affirmation that the prohibition contained in 

the Geneva Protocol applies to the use in war of all chemical, bacteriological and 

biological agents (including tear gas and other harassing agents) which now exist 

or which may be developed in the future, about which the views of the Indian 

delegation were expressed in some detail at our meeting on 19 August 1969 (ENDC/PV.429, 

paras.ll et seg.), it is a matter of deep satisfaction that the General Assembly has 

ir~ its resolution 2603 A (XXIV), 1-1hich was adopted with only three dissenting votes --

only two of which were those of parties to the Protocol reaffirmed the comprehensive 

nature of the Geneva Protocol. In the First Conmdttee the Indian delegation expressed 

the view that --

"··· it is neither possible nor desirable that to meet the military doctrine 

or military requirements of ru1y State, whether it is or is not a party to the 

Protocol, any exception sho\~d be made to the comprehensive pror~bition of 

all chemical agents envisaged under the Geneva Protocol and recognized rules 

of international law." (A/C.l/PV.l706, provisional, p.l8) 

20. I may add that no existing or prospective party to the Protocol can, with a 

view to excluding harassing or incapacitating chemical agents fr0m the prohibition 

under the Protocol, legitimately make a distinction between lethal and non-lethal 

chemical agents. There is a grave risk in allowing the use in war of CS or any kind 

of gas, because )f the danger of escalation leading to the use of other gases. It 

is simpler and more practical t..) observe the principle: "No gases". That principle 
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appears to ho.vo been well under[rtood by the leador·s of both sides in the Second 
I 

1rJorld War, during VJhich neither !lethal nor the so-called non-lethal gases Here 

employed though both sides had 'l~le stocks of them. At the outbreak of the war 

both sides exchanged ~ssur&<ces ~~~at they would observe the Geneva Protocol of 1925. 

Those 1.rho entered the war later :did the same. 
. ' 

' 
21. It is erroneous, in our viqw, to think that the use of tear gas in warfare is 

I • 

intended to save lives and is trlerefore more humane than the use of conventional 
I 

weapons. The degree of harmfulrfess to man, in any event a virtually undefinable 

term, is irrelevant. For one t~ing, there is the problem of the vast increase of 

dosage that inevitably occurs wjith any military use. In military operations there 
I 

is no way of administering a ce~tain che~~cal material at a given level to some 

persons \1i thout giving. ten or a hundred times that lovel to others. Under conditions 

of military use there are no completely non-lethe~ or non-permanently-disabling 
! 

chemical agents. 

22. Tnking into account their elver-all effect, it is a myth that tear gas can be 

used in war to save lives. A gciod deal of tear gas was used in the First 1rJorld War 

but not to save lives. Hitler' si Germany produced, but did not use, a large quantity 
I • 

of taar gas munitions during thcl war, certainly not to save lives. It is hardly 

humane to put a soldier out of a\ction 1..rith the use of CS and then kill him with 

some kind of conventional oxploslive. It would be impossible to control such use 
! 

of tear gas on the battlefield. It may be possible theoretically to mnke 
i 

a distinction betv1een letho.l andi so-called non-lethal chemical agents; it would 

clearly be impossible to do so in war, because 1r1e have in warfare no enforcement 

mechanism. 

23. Furthermore, in 

! 

i 

tha past wh~n lethal chemical agents were used extensively, 

the use of tear gas alvrays prece~ed resort to lethal gases. vJhen one uses certain 
I 

chemical agents in combat or mak~s any other kind ·of exception to the Geneva Protocol, 
I 

one is engaging in chemical warf~e; and this would undoubtedly lead to retaliation· 

in kind and therefore to more chbmical warfare. Such a possibility could serve to 

stimulate military interest in warfare in many countries, leading to ·more and more 

sophistication ~nd development, and result in a buHd-up of a more varied chemical 

capability around the world. In; this building-up of chemical capability it would 

become impossible to maintain thp finer distinction between tho various degrees of 

lethality of chemical agents. Iib would be unfortunate if the application of the 

existing and future knowledge of biochemistry to-military purposes should open up a 

new dimension of warfare the.t otherwise might remain closed. 
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24. It is the view of my delegation that, as the Geneva Protocol has firmly closed 

the door agalnst the use of all chemical ~d biological agents without exception, 

our Committee should now concern itself oEly with the requirements of General 

Assembly resolution 2603 B (XXIV) and endeavour to reach agreement in order to 

halt the development, production and stockpiling of all chemical and bacteriological 

(biological) agents for purposes of war and to achieve their effective elimination 

from the arsenals of nations. Before we examine the draft convention submitted by 

the socialist countries in New York (Jj7655) or the draft convention submitted last 

year by the United Kingdom delegation (EliJDC/255/Rev.l) to this Committee, particularly 

in view of the divergent views expressed by the Soviet Union and the United States, 

we need to clarify at this stage whether the draft convention or conventions we 

propose to elaborate should deal only with bacteriological (biological) weapons or 

with bacteriological (biological) and chemical weapons separately or with 

bacteriological (biological) and chemical weapons together. 

25. On this issue the views of the Indian delegation were stated in clear terms at 

our meeting on 19 August 1969 (@~DC/PV.429, para.24) as well as in New York 

(A/C.l/PV.l706, provisional, p.22), so I will not take up the time of the Committee 

by repeating them. But I would like to say that we cannot accept the view that, 

because chemical weapons have on certain occasions been used in warfare and a number 

of countries have a chemical-warfare capability or are conducting research in this 

field, and of those countries some may wish to maintain chemical-weapons programmes 

to discourage the use against them of ch<: deal warfare and .o provide a retaliatory 

capability if deterrence fails -- so the argument runs --, vle should confine our 

efforts to a ban on bacteriological (biological) weapons only. 

26. It is not possible either for us to agree to separate treatment of 

bacteriologica;L, (biological) and chemical vreapons on the ground that chemical 

weapons are for tactical use whereas bacteriological (biological) weapons are for 

strategic purposes; they are both weapons ,..,f mass destruction, and neither the 

Secretary-General's report (A/7575/Rev .1) nor the report of the vJorld Health 

Organization~/makes any distinction. 

1/ Health Aspects of Chemical and Biological Weapons, Report of a 1rJHO Group of 
Consulta~ts, Geneva, 1970. 
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27. Having concluded this s~~atement of our views on chemical and biological 

weapons, I should now like to speak about'the sea-bed draft treaty. In accordance 

with General Assembly resolm:.ion 2602 F (XXIV) we are required to take ·into 

account all_the proposals and suggestions made at the twenty-fourth session of the 

General Asf;lembly and to subm:Lt to its next session the text of a draft treaty on 

the. prohibition of the el)lplaeement of nuclear vreapons and other weapons of mass 
··i 

destruction on the sea-bed and the ocean floor. The vievrs of the Indian delegat:Lcm 

regarding the joint draft CCD/269 submitted by the United States and the Soviet 
. ~'. . 

Union were expres~ed at our meeting on 21 October 1969 (CCD/PV.444, paras.39-52), 

and regarding the revised jo:'i.nt'draft CCD/269/Rev.l in the First Committee on 

i December 1969 (A/C.l/PV.l706, provisional, pp. 23-30), so I -vrill not reiterate 

these here. Suffice it to sny at this stage that on the basis of vrorklng papers 

submitted in New York by the delegations of Sweden, r'Iexico, Canada, Brazil and 

l:.rgentina, and any other suggestions that might be made here, negotiations 

should be undertaken to prepare a further revised draft for the consideration of 
'., . 

this Committee before it is ~mbmitted to the next session of the General Assembly. 

28. 
...... 

Mrs. MYRDJIJ:, (Sweden) : Today I intend to deal with the subject whieh: 

meny delegations which have spoken so far have characterized as the most urgent 

one on our agenda, the quest::.on of chemical and biological weapons. This Committee 

is under a mandate from the General Assembly of the United Nations to try to reach· 

agreement on further prohibitions in th~s field. The mandate is comprehensive:· 
11 ••• to submit a report on progress on all aspects of the problem of the 

elimination of chemic·al and bacteriological (biological) weapons to the 

General Assembly·at its twenty-fifth session". (resolution 2603 B (XXIV)) 

29. Before turning to what ls the main theme of my intervention, namely the 

possibility of further prohibitions on production, stockpiling, etc., of these 

weapons, I feel compelled to deal for a moment with th~ already-existing 

prohibition of the use of ch~~mical and biological agents in international armed 

conflicts. The reason is the public statement made by the British Government 
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recently on their interpretation of the Geneva Protocol of 1925 (lvf7575/Rev.l, 

Annex VI), a statement ivhich was roferrec to at some length by the representative 

of the United Kingdom, Lord Chalfont, in his intervention on 19 February. At the 

end of this part bf his statement Lord Chalfont said 

"•·• that the Committee would be doing itself a disservice if it devoted 

time and e.ttention to socking to outlaw a substance like CS at the expense 

of concentrating' on the vJhole range of lethal Heapons of war in national 

arsenals. 11 (CCD/PV.451, para.21). 

30: This will of course not happen, as the use in war of CS -~ which is a tear gas, 

whatever other names you attach to it is already prohibited under the generally-

recognized rules of international law as embodied in the Geneva Protocol. The 

relevant factor in coxmexion ;vi th the prohibition of the use in war of a substance 

like CS is certainly not its physical appearance as smoke but its physiological 

effects on man. The tear gases are intended to affect an adversary directly, 

whereas smoke -- the use of \Jhich in warfare is not prohibited by international laH --

is a substance intended mainly for hiding, that is for protecting oneself. 

31. It is somewhat disconcerting, moreover, to hear the distinction "lethal" 
11non-lethnl11 being introduced·again. The Geneva Protocol makes no such distinction; 

and solid reasons have been offered why all these moans should be considered in 

one spectrum, reasons vJhich we have heard reiterated today by the representative of 

India and which have been well known and valid since the 1920s. That the vast 

majority of parties to the Geneva Protoco.L interpret the existing legal situation 

as constituting a total ban on chemical and bacteriological '\varfare was made quite 

clear by the vote in the General Assembly on resolution 2603 A (XXIV) and the 

debate in the First Committee which preceded that vote. No party to the Geneva 

Protocol had then or earlier sought to change its scope. Existing reservations 

concern only its applicability to first use and to non-parties. 

32. What has since happened is a change in the position of one party to the 

Protocol, the British Government, purporting to establish a unilateral reinterpretatioL 

of the scope of tho existing prohibition. However, no forraal reservation or proposal 

for an amendment to the Protocol has so far been made by tho British or any other 

Government party to the Treaty; if it were, other parties would probably feel 
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compelled to react formally. The United Kingdom statement is most regrettable. It 

is particularly so since it comes from a Clovernment \-Thich in tho past as well as in 

the present has shown such positive interest in getting ahead with further arms

regulation measures in the field of biological and chemical warfare. 

33. I uill now turn to the main subject of this intervention: the further 

prohibitions -- on development, production, stockpiling, etc. -- that 1-re should 

seek in connexion vd th chemical and biological weapons. When applying our energy 

and ingenuity to this task it is, I submit, useless to argue in nn abstract 1:1ay for 

or against simultn.neous treatm€mt of both chemical and biological means of warfare. 

This'leads either to exercises like those of the theological hairsplitting in the 

Ivliddle Ages, or to a strict di v·ision of supporters along traditional political lines. 

34. The most sensible way to embark on our task to try to arrive at further 

prohibitory measures would seerr. to me to be, instead, ·first to analyse from a 

substantive point of view how far it is feasible to treat chemical and biological 

weapons together or to what extent it is necessary to give them separate treatment. 

From such an alalysis we shall be able to conclude, without any difference of opinion, 

whether we need to frame the pr:ohibi tions in one or two or more treaties, or whether 

He might perhaps have one over-all convention with separate treatment of some types 

of chemical and biological warfare agents in separate articles. We should, after 

such an analysis, be able to utilize to the utmost thG constructive efforts which 

have already been made; as evidenced by the two available draft conventions, the 

British one (ENDC/255/Rev.l), and that put forvrard in the United Nations by nine 

socialist delegations (1/7655). 

35. The former deals only Hith biological weapons, as we know. We must therefore 

examine if, and how, it could b!e applied to chemical weapons. It also seeks to 

include a prohibition against the use of bacteriological means of warfare, thus 

duplicating the Geneva Protocol -- an unnecessary and perhaps, because it is confined 

to biological weapons, even a ~isky undertaku1g. On the other hand, the draft 

submitted by the socialist dele~ations \-Thich, 1-rithout taking up again the question 

of use, seeks to deal with chemical and biological weapons simultaneously is rather 

general. A number of technical problems involved will make their appearance when 

we study it further. 
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36. \<!hen attempting to compare chemical and biological weapons as to common o1~ 

particular charactlristics we :must perforc.' look for such por: sible differences as 

may be of relevance in connexion with a future treaty. From a purely 1naterial 

point of view many agents that can be used for warfare purposes have, of course, 

specific qualities. \·ie should concentrate, however, on those differences which are 

relevant in our efforts at seeking further comprehensive prohibitions, or vThich. may 

give rise to different claims on the needs for verification. The underlying over

all reason for tr~s search for relevant distinctions is that any treaty language has 

to be made quite. concrete and spell out clearly the obligations called for. 

37. Although an agreement about further prohibitions may only have to refer, as the 

United Nations resolution does, to certain activities, such as acquisition, stockpiling 

and destruction of chemical and biological weapons, I intend to make a rapid survey of 

the longer series of activities, starting with research and including, for instance, 

transfers and testing, in order to try to pinpoint where similarities or dissimilarities 

of substances call for special considerations. This matter is a little complicated 

and I have asked for ey statement to be circulated quite early so that the mer1bers of 

the Committee may follow it more easily. 

38. In regard to research, there is one marked common feature which will pe:C'sist for 

the future, namely that many of the agents which can be used as a base for chemical 

and biological weapons are among those which are and will continue to be the object 

of basic research for various peaceful purposes. Thus, in the case of biological 

agents, research will be needed for gaining ever nore knowledge of the origin of the 

diseases they cause and the contagion risks, as well as for the development of 

protective devices, particularly vaccines. In regard to chemical agents there is the 

same kind of demand for knowle?ge for producing protective measures, but also -- in 

regard to certain categories -- for the development of positively useful drugs, 

insecticides, herbicides, etc. 

39. However, 1·18 :must seek to establish the points at which such perfectly legitimate 

research may de,viate into development 1.-1i th the aim of constructing means of warfare, 

The scope of a research project would then have to be redefined and the laboratory 

facilities specialized if the aim were to construct weapons. If so intended, the 

laboratories would need special equipment such as chambers for studying aerosols and 
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safety devices for handling e~"remely toxic substances or highly infectious micro

organisms. From a techn.ical point. of view the difference between peaceful purposes 

and those connected with weapor~s manufacture should be quite clear. The scientific 

agencies responsible for research must obviously we;Ll know where the line goes, that 

is where research for peaceful purposes passes into research aiming at constructing 

warfare agents. It is also most interesting to observe the mounting concern among 

scientists and technical workers with the ethical problem they face in connexion with 

this latter type of chemical and biological research. 

40. From a verification point of view it is necessary to state that, unless told 

that some laboratories were used for military purposes, one would be unlikely to be 

able to tell them apart from well-equipped laboratories for studying, for instance, 

air pollution, drugs or vaccinEts. 'l:lhile the research facilities themselves thus offer 

few and uncertain possibili tieE! of moni taring from the outside the purposes they serve, 

whether peaceful uses or not, E!Ome pertinent information can now be culled from open 

scientific publications. To f~lcilitate verification or to express it positively, 

to allay suspicions as to possi:ble chemical and biological warfare research, great 

emphasis must be laid on open information. vlhere research is listed as 11 classifiedn, 

particularly by a government agency or under a government contract, suspicion is 

easily aroused, of course. I t,hink: it c.an thus be said of research that work on 

chemical and biological agents shows the same general features. Research with regard 

to both these types of agents v.rill !'lost probably have to be exempted from prohibition 

as well as from obligatory verification • . ,. 

41. But in regard to development work on weapons ready for application in war, the 

situation is somewhat different!. Although much less is :-:nown, it is evident from the 

Secretary-General's report of last year on chemical and bacteriological (biological) 

means of warfare (A/7575/Rev.l) that comprehensive work has been perf~rmed in several 

countries to develop warfare agents and also devices for the dissemination of those 

agents. This work includes preparing instructions and manuals as well as performing 

regular training in handling cb:emical and biological weapons for v1arfare purposes. 

Such development work, as well as training, could be prohibited unconditionally. 

Again, although the forms of devices will vary in many ways, the prohibition of .such 

development work may well.be dealt with in one comprehensive treaty. Only with regard 
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to the verification aspect may such differences exist as would call for separate 

treatment. That question is closely related to the aspect of production of chonical 

and biological agents, to which I will return shortly. 

42. Testing is another activity which has to be considered. Because of the secrecy 

and the dangerous nature of such trials, particularly when undertaken in respect of 
• possible use in aerosol attacks, testing vJill have to take place in remote nrcas and 

at comparatively large testing sites containing a number of technical facilities and 

safety arrangements. It would seem tD be possible to prohibit :oimultaneously the 

testing of chemical and biological warfar8 agents. For the purpose of verification 

son1e useful leads might be derived from surveillance of the site of and the secltrity 

arrangements for testing areas; while in order to provide more conclusive evidence 

different techniques for various chemical and biological means of warfare might have 

to be foreseen. 

43. Production of chemical and biological means of warfare is of course the main 

activity at 1~1ich international prohibitions have to be directed. Here the problems 

become more complex. Chemical and biological agents cannot always be treated 

similarly. The relevant question is connected with the purpose of their production. 

In that respect a crucial difference makes itself felt in regard to certain agents 

production of which is possible for peacoful purposes as well as for warfare. 

44. Biological agents obviously lend themselves practically wholesale to unconditional 

prohibition. Some exceptions will have to be made, however, as I have already 

mentioned under research, for quantities ~eeded for further laboratory work nnd for 

developing protective substances, particularly vaccines. 

45. Unconditional prohibition is also possible for a long series of chemical e:.gents. 

Production of such chemical agonts as nerve gases and toxins might be unconditionally 

prohibited and could therefore be coupled with biological agents in an international 

agreement. Tho road divides at a certain point, however. That is related to tho 

fact that some specific chemical agents have a legitimate use in peaceful activities 

which would have to be recognized in any·future convention. With that problem in 

mind we have to discuss the need for a separation into two categories of prohibition 

what I have called unconditional and conditional prohibitions. 
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46. To illustrate this situation it might be useful to discuss the herbicides. 

Different kinds of these substances are used extensively all over the world to 

increase the yield of crops. They are also used in big quantities in forestry and 

gardening and for aquatic weed control. The method of their application is a highly-, 

developed technique which concerns the right choice of agent, of plants to be 

eliminated and of the proper t.ine fo:c action. vli thout these very discerningly 

performed applications of herbicid0s -- and also cf pesticides -- the food situation 

in the world today would bo even worse than it is. Another important civilian 

application is to free certain areas such as roadsides, tracts under power lines, 

railway lines and airports frC)m unwanted vegetation. That sort of more indiscri.;•ninate 

use also has some military applications, such as freeing fortifications and military , 

airfields of vegetation. 

47. In order to establish botmdary lines in an international treaty between such 

production of certain chemical agents as I have just mentioned and production for 

direct warfare purposes, one \muld probably have to resort to what I have called 

"conditional prohibition", or prohibition with partial restraints •. TechrJ.ically the 

problem might be dealt with either in one comprehensive treaty with specified 

exemptions or in a separate treaty or protocol, where the restraining conditions 

could then be spelt out in more detail. 

48. Undoubtedly we have to forosee that it might be more difficult to get 

international agreement on which chemical agents to exempt than on the prohibition 

of biological agents in gener!u and on the considerably larger series of lethal 

and otherwise potently toxic chemical agents. Luckily, we could atleast to a 

certain extant probably be aidod in our search for such a selective prohibition 

by the fact that in recent years some of the substances used, for instance, as' 

herbicides and pGsticides have actually been found to have such considerable 

negative side-effects, involving short- or long-term ris'k:s to the health of man, 

animal or useful vegetation, that they have been put under stringent regulations. 

Although such prohibitory regulations belong within the competence of national 

legislation and differ considerably from country to country, I believe we should 

be able internationally 'to strive g:radually towards agreement that such agents as 

are generally excluded from civilian use could be automatically included in a treaty 

of unconditional internation~. prohibition. 
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49. Distinguishing between unconditional and conditional prohibition means that for 

the che:r.Ucal aconts the coverage in a ban on production would have to be somewhat less 

extensive than in a ban on use. But, of course, "conditional prohibition" nevertheless 

has a connotation of prohibition. As to the verification aspect, I suggest as a point 

for further discussion that, while for all agents under "unconditional prohibition 11 

the most effective means of ve~ification which aro generally acceptable should be 

sought, for these other cases of chemical agents it may suffice instead tc proscribe 

a procedure of obligatory reporting to some international agency on their production, 

stockpiling and civilian use. 

50. Finally, the production of the other parts of a weapons system, that is the 

means of dissenunation of the agents, such as shells, bombs and sprayers, creates 

additional problems. Production of some components, and particularly vehicles used 

for the dissemination of chemical weapons, nught be iduntical with, or anyway 

sufficiently similar to and hence integrated with, the production in general of 

conventional weapons. For biological weapons there will, however, probably be special 

arrangements, eo..sier to identify. But by and largo it is not so much the production 

of the elements of dissemination devices which becomes the crucial point; rather 

it is the weo.ponizing proper: that is, the process of combining the agents vJith their 

delivery vehicles. 

51. That pr6blem is in turn connected with that .of storing. The larger bulk of the 

chemical agents wmld seem to require larger storing facili tics. Chemical agents 

can, further, be loaded in advnnce into the different types of ammunition. Such 

storing may, however, b8 spread out geogrn.phically. Biological ar;Gnts, which aro 

comparatively sensitive micro-organisms, may not withstand storing under tho s&~e 

conditions as the chemical agents. Probably their production and their dissemination 

would have to be close in time to ensure full effectiveness. For storing during 

longer periods, freezing techniques may have to be used. Such storing wculd not be 

very conspicum.'.s, as the amounts would be rmch smaller than in the case of for 

instance, chell'icnl agents. The observability of storing is thus quite different 

for chemical and biological agents. This last conclusion also seems valid for the 

problems of transportation of the agents. 

52. A special problem which will become highly pertinent in relation to an 

international treaty is that of trade, .. that is transfers between countries. .P. 
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rule of thumb would seem to be to follow similar conclusions to the ones which we 

have discussed in relation to rosearch and production: that is, unconditional 

prohibitions would be valid for all biological agents of warfare and for an increasing 

number of chemical agents. In regard to v~"rifice.tion, .certain rules as to reporting to 

some international agency or agencies would seem to bo warranted. This must relate 

to all agents which might be used as means of warfare. 

53. The question of elimination of existing stocks through destruction or 

decontamination should also be dealt with. The technical problems raised are 

considerably different hero as between chemical and biological weapons. Elimination 

of existing large stocks of chemical agents may require operations on an industrial 

scale. Not only the agents themselves but also the residual products require spoc:l,al 

handling. The method of sinking them int0 the sea cr in the depths of the earth is 

becoming of grave concern from a safety point of view. 

54. Biological agents are as a rule easier to dispose of. This is primarily so 

because there is no need to annihilate the substances; it suffices to destroy their 

biological structure. Heating and different kinds of chemical interaction may be 

sufficient. 
55. The conclusion seems to follow that, while destruction or decontamination of 

chemical and biological weapons may be prescribed undor a general prohibitory rule, 

the technically-separate types of treatment required seem to call for different 

modalities if the destruction is to be verified. 

56. In the preliminary analysis I have just made I wanted to demonstrate that 

several problems are common to the two types of weapons but also that some c1if~er. · 

Although those that differ arc mainly technical problems, they may influence the 

content of any attempted treaty, particularly the solution of th0 verification 

problems. In this context-! should mention that I have not set out to deal directly 

with the issue of verification today; but it does mn.ke itself felt whatever aspect 

one wishes to treat in concreto. The subject of verifie~tion is discussed i~ great 

depth in Part IV of the SIPRI study on chemical and biological warfare which has 

recently been sent to delegations by that Institute. 

57. vw statement today should be interpreted.as part of the mapping expedition 

that I suggested in my earlier intervention on 18 February (CCD/PV.450, para.53) as 

a working method for the Committee at this stage of our deliberations on the matter 
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of chemical and biological weapons. It should be understood that the tentative 

conclusions that I have been drawing as I have proceeded with the analysis of how 

to deal with chemical and biological agents respectively do not represent any firm 

position of my delegation in regard to the question whether our Committee should work 

out one comprehensive treaty, such as exists in regard to the prohibition of the use 

of chemical and biological warfare, or two or perhaps even several separate treaties 

on the wide complex of prohibiting also development, production, stockpiling, etc. in 

this field. It seems possible to deal with them together to a considerable extent, 

while in relation to the production of certain chemical agents treaty language would 

have to be considerably more specific. 

58. One of our conclusions is firm, however -- the main one that it is 

necessary for the Committee to take up the whole complex for simultaneous 

consideration leading to simultaneous solutions. It is the duty of our Committee 

to arrive at international agreements of the widest possible coverage in order to 

satisfy mankind's quest for safety in regard to these fearsome weapons of 

indiscriminate mass destruction. 

59. The CHAIRMAN (Brazil): In my capacity as representative of Brazil, let 

me first of all express my gratitude to all speakers who have addressed kind words 

of welcome to me. For my part, I should like to be associated -v1ith the greetings 

addressed to the representatives of Poland, Romania, Japan, Mongolia and Morocco. 

60. I do not intend to go beyond the stage of preliminary comments in this first 

statement on the tasks that-are on our agenda for the present session of the 

Conference of the Committee on Disarmament. We cannot fail to recognize that all 

our efforts have to be geared to the ultimate goal of gener.al and complete 

disarmament under effective international control; nor can we ignore the feelings 

of the commm1i ty of nations as expressed in the resolutions of the t-v1enty-fourth 

session of the General Assembly (CCD/275). 

61. Among those resolutions probably the most comprehensive is that which proclaimed 

the Disarmament Decade (resolution 2602 E (XXIV)). It is perfectly clear that 

neither the General Assembly nor this Committee ever started its consideration of 

this question on the assumption that there exist magic deadlines or rigid schedules. 
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That decision means, howeve~,. that stress should be laid upon efforts to attain 

disarmament as a broad objective which sh0uld be pursued with priority and constant 

striving by M~ber States. It undoubtedly justifies the study requested of this 

Committee for submission to the twenty...:.fifth session of the Gener.al Assembly, which 

should contain suggestions, plans and guidelines for action. It should not be an 

attempt to seek a rhetorical formulation, which would end in frustration, nor the 

pursuit of too detailed schedulesf()r the conclusion of concrete undertakings, which 

would be unrealistic. Jndeed, it must mean a decision to rededicate ourselves to 

our task with greater clarity of progrannnes and directives. t·Jithout any_ intention 

of being the advocate of original or definitive suggestions, I believe that action 

should be pursued along some of the following line,s Hith regard to the Decade. 

62. First, some principles which form the guide~ines for action in the field of 

disarmament could be complemented, while at the s~e time further directives could 

be elaborated with a view to aiding precision to some fundamental concepts. 

63. \Ale also find useful the suggestion that has already been put forward here to 

promote the revision of the co-Chairmen's proposals for general and complete 

disarmament under effective international control (ENDC/2/Rev.l; ENDC/30 and Add.l-:J) 

since they were presented in 1162. 

64. A third category of action could well be the setting-up and actual carrying ·out 

of specific measures of nuclear- disarmament, without prejudice to collateral measures, 

with a view to bringing about :practical results in the field of nuclear disarmament, 

which so far has been considered a priority matter only in theory and in words. 

Such results should be obtained, however, without harming the interests of 

non-nuclear-weapon countries a2d L~ such a way as to liberate resources for 

employment in progrannnes of ec.:momic and social development, especially in 

developing countries. 

65. The. Disarmament Decade im:plies of necessity a considerable· effort, which goes 

beyond the competence of the c,Dnference of the Committee on Disarmament but has tO 

be taken into account by this Committee and to be stimulated by it. I refer to 

the range of measures that can lead to the strengthening of international peace 

and security and to the economic development of the less-developed countries of 

the world. 
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66. For all those reasons we think that this Committee should be ready to devote 

a subst~tial part of its time to seeking a flexible planning of its goals and to 

reiterating emphatically its objectives in the field of disarmament. This new 

programme should lead.us beyond the stage of preserving unarmed regions from the 

r·£J.placement of arms or of disarming unarmed countries. 

67. In those circumstances the Brazilian Government has followed with sustained 

interest the evolution of the Soviet-American negotiations on strategic weapons 

•Jhich are due to continue soon in Vienna. It would be futile to stress the deep 

political significance of such talks; since in this very room-several speakers have 

done so with great p;r:ecision end eloquence. On the other hand, the General Assembly 

of ti1e United Nations, by resolution 2602 A (XXIV), has expressed the hope that 
11 early and positive results 11 may be arrived at, and has appealed to the Governments 

of the Soviet Union and the United States iito agree, as an urgent preliminary 

measure: on a moratorium on further testing and deployn1ent of new offensive and 

defensive strategic nuclear-weapon systems.n 

63 o AG original co-sponsors of this resolution we IJish to reiterate our hope that 

the_parties to this bilateral dialogue will take this appeal into consideration. As 

m2mbers of the Conferenee of the Committee on Disarmament we look fon1ard to the 

prm"ising results that might follow dynamic and fruitful interaction between the 

strategic arms limitation talks and the work undertB.ken here, especially in the 

f:i.G1rl of nuclear disarmament. Finally; as members of the community of nations, we 

hrpe that in the forthcoming substantive stage the United States arid the Soviet Union 

\i..Lll l>e D.hi.e to live up to the great expectations that now exist and that they will 

C'C.:::.c1l v:1.t.ally impox·tant results hoth in the realm of arms limitation and control and 

in t:O.e fjeld of actual disamament. 

t should not like to be misinterpreted as putting less emphasis than they 

desorve on the issues on which it seems most likely that the Conference of the 

Corr1:ni ttee on Disarmament will make progress in the short run. We attach considerable 

importance to those issues. I wish to single out first the question of chemical and 

·Jacteriological (biological) warfare. 

?:J. The content of resolution 2603 (XXIV), which was given some consideration by 

1,1arn.tors of this Committee during its session last autumn, is an important step forward 
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in this field, since it declares the proscription of the use of such weapons in 

international conflicts. in the smne positive direction is the valuable unilateral 

decision of the Government of tlw United States to halt prcduction and do mvay with 

stockpiles of biological weapons. i-Je believe that this initiative augurs well for 

the prompt conclusion of an international instrument in this field. 

71. We have before us several important documents which are being closely examined 

by my Government and by all members of this Committee and which could form the basis 

for reasonable agreement. I do not intend at this juncture to give an absolute and 

a priori opinion on the scope of the treaty or treaties to be arrived at. However, 

I want to make it clear that we favour an effort towards the attainment of the 

broadest scope that may be sought in the process of negotiation. He understand that 

at the present stage we shall be faced with greater complexities and more difficult 

questions, since we are noH dealing with a ban on the production and stockpiling of 

those weapons. That is why two very delicate aspects have to be kept in mind: the 

necessity of setting up adequat•s control procedures, which need not, however, be too 

elaborate, and non-interference with peaceful research and production. 

72. The underground nuclear-weapon test ban, despite being quite an old subject, is 

nevertheless a very important o~)jective. t~Te have co-operated in all earnestness to 

attain it and still are very mueh interested in it. We are also very keen to 

consider all suggestions that h<;we been presented over the years in order to make at 

least some progress. He expect the information to be supplied by all Member States 

of the United Nations to the Se<~retary-Geueral according to operative paragraph 2 of 

resolution 2604 A (XXIV), to give a clearer picture of a technically-efficient and 

politically-viable system of ve:dfication -- a possible system. VJo also hope to see 

above all the strengthening of the political will to make progress in this field. 

73. As to the treaty for the pi~ohibition of the emplacement of nuclear weapons and 

weapons of mass destruction on the sea-bed and the ocean floor, the Brazilian 

positions are well known. · I do not intend to repeat them now. On this subject we 

took note with considerable interest of the declaration made by the representative 

of the United States of America that questions of the definition of the area in which 

the treaty would be applieu and of the verification procedures "touch on concerns of 
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importance to many cormtries 11 ( CCD/PV. 4LtQ1 p~a. 22) , and cxf .his. promise that 
11 During this session we shall give sympathetic consideration to suggestions for 

accommodating those concerns." (ibid.) 

74. No~e should also be taken of the declaration of. the representative of the 

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics about proposals relating to the treaty. He said: 
11 The Soviet delegation is carefully studying these proposals. He believe 

that in considering the draft treaty on tho sea-bod the Committee should, 

in accordance with the appeal of the twenty-fourth session of the .United 

Nations Generil Assembly contained in resolution 2602 F (XXIV), 
1 ••• take into account all the proposals and suggestions that have 

been made at the present session of the General .Assemoly 

(ibid •• para.52) 

... I II 

75. vli th regard to parts C and D of resolution 2602 (XXIV), I foei that the 

Coffimittee should probably study the best way of obtaining adequate technical and 

scientific information before starting any discussion on the implications of those 

questions. 

76. I do not wish to let this opportunity pass without expressing, as the 

representative of Mexico has done (CCD/PV.453, para.36), appreciation of the decision 

tal<:en by the British Government to ratify Additional Protocol II to the Treaty of 

~latelolco (ENDC/186, pp.32, 33). Brazil, which has already signed and ratified 

this Treaty, has always considered that its full implementation requires the 

indispensable reinforcement of the formal undertaking by the nuclear Pouers to 

respect this area of military denuclearization. That is why we hail the initiative 

of the United Kingdom, and we reiterate our appeal to nuclear-weapon countries to 

follow its example, therehy contributing to the consolidation of that Treaty. 

77. Finally, with regard to our working methods the Brazilian delegation has an 

open mind. We believe it would be relatively difficult to innovate substantially; 

but 1-1e will always be ready to co-operate in both formal and informal meetings of 

this Committee even if such meetings talce place more often than in the past. 

Although we have not specifically in mind the idea of establishing 1..rorking groups, 

we will be available for informal contacts with other interested delegations whenever 

such a procedure may help to expedite the Hork of the Committee. Probably more 

important, however, than such mechanism is the spirit that should govern our use of 

it -- a spirit of co-operation, of respect for the logiti~ato interests of every 

country, and of continuous search for balru1ced.and effective solutions. 
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The Conference decided to issye the following communique: 
11 The Conference of the CommitteG on Disarmrunent today held its 457th 

plenary meeting in the Po.lais des i~ations, Geneva, linder the chairmanship 

of H.E. Ambassador Ramiro E. Saraiva Guerroiro, representative of Brazil. 

"Statements were made by the roprosontc..tives of India, S1·!Gdon and 

Brazil. 
11 The following document was circulated: Statement of Secretary-General 

on Occasion of Entry into, Force of Treaty on Non-Proliferation of Nuclear 

Weapons, on 5 &~ch 1970 (CCD/282). 
11 The next meeting of the Conference will be hold on Tuesday, 17 March 

1970, at 10.30 a.m.n 

78. The CHAlll.HAN (Brazil): If the Committee "idll bear with me for a moment I 

will raise a point on which sorae colleagues have approached ma. As the members of 

the Committee are avmre, Easter occurs at the end of this month, and there is a 

feeling amongst many members that the Committee should not meet on either Thursday 26 

or Tuesday 31 March. I do not know what is the feeling of the Committee, whether · 

this is the appropriate time at which to raise this point, or if the Committee 

would prefer to leave a decision until next Tuesday. If there are no objections 

to the proposal that there should be no meetings of the Co:mrni ttee on 26 and 31 March, 

I will consider the proposal tJ be adopted. 

It was so decided. 

The meeting rose at 12.5~. 


